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FOREWORD

A priifiary goal .of California public schools to provide equal
opportunity for all pupils to liscome proficient in the basic skills and
knowledgeable in the basic subjects. In our efforts to achieve this
goal, we must provide programs that are of sufficient scope and
depthto permit each child to learn at his or her own rate and to the

larlevel of his or her ability.
Gifted pupils; as a gotip, have unique educational needs, many of

which we can meet only by providing for a high degree of flexibility
in their educational programs. Several years age! the Department of ',
Education directed and c-oordiriated a federally funded project for
the development of curriculum materials of the type needed for such
programs. The 1972 edition of this publication was a product of .`,

'those efforts. I am pleased that the Depa ment now, has the
4 opportunity to help further the educationa opportunities for the

gifted by publishing this 1977 edition, Te hing Gifted Students
Social Sciences in Grades 4even.Through N. e. I am confident that
this updated publication will prove to as valuable as its
predecessor in our efforts to help gif/c1 children realize their full
potential.

1

Superintendent of Public Instruction
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PREFACE

.
This publication, which _was planned and completed originally In,

1972 as part 9f a I,roject under provisions of the Eletnenrary and
Secondary Education Act, Title V, was updated this year as part of a
Public Law 93-380, Section 404, project, "Development of Teaching
CiimpetenciesGifted anti Tal&tect." It is intended for use by
teachers,. consultants, and admIllistrators involved-in programs for
students whose mentil ability places them in the top 2 percent of all
boys and girls.

The 1972 edition of this'publicatibn was written by Robert S.
Miles, Long Beach Unified Scho 1 District. He prepared it under the
direction of Mary N. Meeker and Jam s F. Magary of the University
of Sotithtrn California. The publica on was updated by Gordon
Turner, Pasadena Unified School Dist ct, under the direction of Paul
D. PloWman, Consultant, Gifted and alented Education, California
State Department of Education; and Director of the project,
"Development c Teaching CompetenciesGifted and Talented."

The readers of this publication should refer to another important
publication of the Department of EducationPrinciples, Objectives,
and Curricula for Programs the Education of Mentally Gifted
Minors Kindergarten Through 'Grade Twelve. That document com-
plements, the material contained here.

DAVIS W. CAMPBELL
Deputy Superintendent
'or Programs

REX C FORTUNE
Associate Superintendent
for Secondary Education
Programs
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WILLIAM MAY
Assistant Supenntendenti

and Direttor, Office o
Curriculum Services

SIEG F. EFKE/I
Program Manager of the

Gifted and Talented "
Edueation Management
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Overview of Instruction
in the Social Sciences

I

No 'subject area lends itself more to the education of mentally
gifted minors than does the study of the.social sciences..Webster's
Third New International Dictionary defines social science as (.1) "the
branches of science that deal with the institutions and functioning of
huinan society and with the interpersonal relationships of individuals
as members of society!';9nd (2) "a science (as economics or political
science) dealing with a particular phase or aspect of human society."

Donald' Popham describes the social sciences as follows:
The social sciences may be described as those organized bodies of .

knowledge built up froni the formal, scholarly, and advance4studies that deal
with human beings and, their interrelationships. These-sciences are concerned
with, the detailed, sy%Sematic, and_theoretical study of human relationslups.
They provide a perspective within which these relationships may be
described, classified, and explained. ,

_

. , Cultural anthropology is the study of the customs, folklore, social
Man'sactivities, and organiza *ons resultipg from Man's reaction to his environ-

ment.... Sociology is, e study ot the forms, institutions, and functions of .
human groups.'

Psychology, Sociology, and Anthropology

Another subject that falls within the 'discipline of the social
sciences is psychology. A behavioral science straddling the disciplines
of the natural sciences and the social sciences, psychology is usually
defined as "the study of human- behavior. "

The junior high s4u:Sol can provide a basis for enriching the social
'science curriculum for the gifted by drawing from psychology,
sociology, and anthropology. These disciplines and the overlap
between them establish the. subject matter that makes up the course
Qf study; it is often difficult, however, to deterniine where oneends
and the other begins. Each segment has its own exclusive body of
knowledge, but for the gifted at this level, the boundary lines are
erased.

iTeaching Gifted Students Social Sci;nces in Grades Ten Through Twelve, Prepared by
Donald F. Popham. Sacramemo California State Department of Education, 1971.

s '
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Parameters of the Social Sciences
. If individuals are to undetstan'd 'here they fit into the scheme of
things and if. they ,are to build a hierarchy of values for themselve§.
and for'the world in which they must exist, they nett a backgiazund
of understanding and a basis for making -comparisons so that key

-op make ethical judgmenti. With the gifted, even in a junior high
school situation, an opportunity-exists to accomplO, to a limited
extent, both of these objectives.

Phenix Hierarchy-

This publicatibn presents subject matter that can be divided into
separate sections for the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade the
organization used for parameters is taken from Phenix's hierirchy.2
Seventh grade shotildilhave most emphasis on psychology (Who am
I?), lesaberiaphasis on sociology (What is society ?), and lekst emphasis
on anthropology (Where have we been and wheieare we ndw?). In
the eighth grade the emphasis should shift to sociology, with
psychology and anthropology taking lesser' roles. And inlhe ninth
grade, anthropology, should take the spotlight, with sociology being
second in importance and psychology last. .

Importance cif Gcad. Conduct

Much more goes on in the. classroom than meets the eye of the
casual visitor. The student must master subject matter, but he or slie

'must also be punctual', cooperative, reliable, accurate, and neat.
These and a host of other virtues that support harmonious
relationships must, be pratticed by the successful student. The
science teachers who say that science is the least important thing
they teach are being realistic. They know from experience that group
endeavor is Successful if behavior traits are adequately developed.

Goals in the Social Sciences`
The major goals in social `sciences include fie development of

human potential within three cliviSio'ns process, personal, and
situational.'

ProCss Goals. 7

I. The students become aware of the processes involved in
learning, and they begin to see the reasons for specific
assignments.

2
See Principles, Objectives, andlCurricula for Programs in the Education of Mentally

Gifted Minors Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve. Sacramento. California State Depart-
ment of Eclucation, 1971, pp 19-20./

4
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2. Therein able to communicate abstrabt and complex ideas by
br ing the ideas down to their componentrparts and 'finding r
th underlying assumptions.

'3. They are not compelled to go through a predetennined Amber
of stages but are, allowed to bypass any stage thatIreems

4. They analyze complex,theories, idea'; and concepts.. Wen they :-
encounter instances of cloudy thinking, they recognize them
(for example, stereotypes, the desire to believe, failure to defifill
terms, lack of consideration all the data, the mistaking of
correlation for causation).

5. They are aware of generalizations that are - too broad (for
example, 'word like always, never, all, everyone, and ,no one). t

6. They suppqrt their own generalizations with specific data.
7. They learn to evaluate the reliability of their sources. \

Personal Goals

1. The students learn 'independently and are able to recognize and
use organiiational schemata and structures.

2. They become effective questioners.
3. They share information when involved in a group situation.
4. They are able' to take yliscrete ideas, thoughts, and generaliza-

tions and weave them into meaningful patterns. -4
5..They express intellectual curiosity and seek means to satisfy it.
6 They learn to disagree courteously and accept and profit from

constructive criticism.
7. They evaluate their strengths and weaknesses realistitally.
8. They and the teacher cultivate honest and direct comMuni-.

cation:

Situational Gods

1. The students use ya4jous media to express their own ideas!
2. They make full use of their environmental sources Nts aids in

problem solving.
3.-Thesy work in an environment that allows them to use their

intellectual cunosity. The teachers do.not impose their personal
value judgments.upon the students. .

Riquirements'for Successful Program

The attitude of most junior high school students isexpressed in
the words "I dare you to teaTirtaesomething; better people than . 4
you have tnetl." This attitude makes these students difficult to

-Te'ach, and the gifted in the group present a particular challenge.

**.

Z
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Sincejunior highschool students have several years of study ahead
7fthem >1 they must be helped to form positive. attitudes toward'
intellectual inquiry. As they enter the tenth grade, they Should be
able 4,o reflect the balahce and breadth of curriculuni for the gifted.

//This objective cannot be achieved unless certain administrative
. .

!.,procedures are followed. . J.

. Small Classes

The ideal number of students in a social science class is about 20,
and the enrollment should never exceed 25. ttie Long Beach
Unified Scho.31 Distnct, teachers utilize the subgroup method 'in

anthropology classes at the. ninth-grade level., Each class' is diyided
into two equal groups: These groups meet on alternate days; the
entire class meets only on Filidays.-The lifnitation of subgroups-to
about ten students each allows the teachers to conduct serninar;style
meetings. ,These meetings contribute to (1) the development- of
proce4s, personal, and situational goals; and'(2) e'achievement of
those goals.

Exciting Trics

The teacher should encourage students to learn' as much as
possible by participating in discussions of exciting topics. Drill and
rote learning should beeliininated from the classroom.

Reasonable Grading ,

The mentally 'gifted represent the top 2 percent of the student
population,- Letter grades should, therefore, be composed mostly of
A's with a few B's. (In average classes nearly all gifted students would e
receive A's.) It is appalling to learn Oflaigh schoql teachers who 'grade'
gifted students in honors classes on a curve. A bell - shaped curve h a
graphic way of demonstratigg that if the nearly four billion people of
the world were tested for intelligence, about 68 percent would be
found to' be average and would receive C grades if in class; about 16
percent would be found above adnd below the average and would
receive B and D grades if in class; and the 2 percent left would
tepresent the A and F categories.

Teachers who grade, on the 'curve assume that they have a
representative doss .section of students. But a class for gifted and

. nearly gifted stAnts,,would contain the top 2 percent of the student
population together with representatives from the next 16 percent'.
These are the A. and, B students. teachers .of the giftett should,
therefore, continually review their grading practices to make Sure
that they are treating each of their s dents fairly .

1
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CulluiptExp0iiirs" .

Tekherssfibuld tak their students to see and hear significant
e,Xarn pies of `cultuce ,gird- should bring culture to the students.
StlicIthqs,4houid bk ;able' to ear ,speakers ttom. the faculy," The
btisiness 4041).aid'community professionWhen speakers telale
what they do -in .their; vocations, the students listen well, gain
knowledge, and are 'more iritekested, Teachers should take ,students
to local 'museums, places of historical' interest, cdlleges, Universities,-
and vocational. schools. Each tiIp will4eferate discussions pertinent
to the study of the sociarscienCts. or example, a trip to a fiarm.can.
initiate discussions of automation and its effScts on znigrant farm;
workers.

Communication with Parents
. .

' Some ,,parents wonder. why college-type classes are given to
,children who are gifted and "will all go to college anyway.-But
many of the gifted cia. not go to 'college:and of those who do go,.
many' become di7Fganted and quit Those who gO on to college
should have e backgroUnd for their advanced studies, but not
to such a degree that they will lose motivation to learniater on When
they are exposed to college matelfal. And those who do, not goon to
tOltege wilt at least have been exposed to the higher 'rocesses of
learning.

Variety'of Activities

Confining agroup of children in' a class to the ,use of, only a,.
textbook is self-defeating. Yet to have 'a classroorLfull 'of electronic -1"
equipment that is misused or unused serves no` useful purpose. What
is'needed is a varietyof activities designed. to produce worthwhile
results.'

At.

2
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Chapter

Process of Scientific Research'

Scientific research conducted -by'students in the eventh, eighth,
) and ninth grades differs primarily in emphasis.

Seventh Grade
Special research projects in the seventh grade formal

andthus-introductory, to scientific ways of studying human behavior:
For example, Tom wants to make a model a a pyramid for the class,
He. asks, "Do' nu want a special kind of model ?" -You answer,
Any thing that is three-dImensional." He says, "Lclon't 'make things
well with illy hands." You ansvief, "You- are not to be graded' on .

. artistic talent." Tom asks, '"WhatwillI begraded-on?," YoUreply;
"You will be graded On what you show you halt learned about
pyramids from your model." .

Significant 'questions such as What should I make my model of?
'stiow that the research may be coming to a temporary end. To

;students who are kinesthetically gifted; the most important part of
the project will be the'model; to the teacher; however, the model

,should be least important. Tom might be right about not having an -

aptitude for building things, bat he will have more academic .
ekfosure than mechdnical exposure.

Qf course,little demkd exists for pyramid builders, but a demand
will alwayseAst for peorle who can assume the resIonsibility for a
project and carry it out to a successful conclusion. These abilities are
concrete properties of successful research to wthich students need to

.be introduced. Tom's model might look mote like the leaning tower. .

of Pisa than like a 'pyramid, but in industry the final model would
probably be crafted y.. skilled workmen supervised by men like Torn.
and designed by professionals more kinesthetically gifted-tharr he.

Eighth Grade
itt, Research projects- conducted in the eighth grade may be much like

those conducted in the seventh grade except that a more sypttisli
cated level is attained. For example, a mddel of Stonehenge m#15e
constructed.,For success at this Jevel, more analytical intellectual
skills are required.

Whether each student should be given the same assignment or a .

different assignment depends on factors such as class size, availabiljty"
Li
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of reseassch material, and individual interests'and time. When stUderits
have different projects, each student may Present a five-minute oral
presentation,,which helps students to become proficient in express-

' ing themselves Orally. Moreover, an owl ptesentation helps others to
learn better and prevents boredom,

Ninth Grade

In the ninth grade, projects can be chosen similarly from
curriculum 'content. and the time allotment can be stretched over a
longer period.

Steps in Successful rch

IraIn carrying out a research project, students should proceed
according to five important steps.

Step One: Logic , .
.

, The first step to be taken is to devote a full week to'the study of
formal logic. Students should learn to think clearly. Here is one
suggested approach that aeacher may make for arriving at clarity of
thought:."We are going to study logic most or this 'week. Logic is the-

: science of correct thinking. What do' we mean when,we- say that
something is logical? I am going to write some numbers on the board.
You try to fig= out what logically follows. (The teacher writes on
;the board the numbers 22 33 44 55 _ .) Bill, What-goes into he
blanks? Six? Why not seven?.Of course, all problems in logic are not
as simple as this one. Ice is cold, but dry ice can burn your hand.
Heat rpay 6e used for purpose of refrigeration. A person may laugh

._..---
until he cries or cry until he laughs." '

Mistakes to be akoided. Mistakes in logical thinking may now be
I. pointe.d out. These include the false analogy., the accidental

'concomitance, and the unknown circumstance. An example of false
analogy is the belief that beclise a person has lonefingers he or she
should become a concert pianist. To attribute rain tto the fact that
one had planned a picnic oh that day is an example of accidental
concomitance. And the unknown circumstance is illustrated' by the
story about the king of Siam who called the traveler from Holland a
liar because .the Hollander said that people in his ho land could
walk on. water part of the year. (,The king had never seerThr heard of
ice, so hecould not believe it was possible to walk on water.) To be
competent in- evaluation skills, students must be aware of these.
fallacies.. .

InducTiv'e and deductive reasoning The basic types of reasoning
are inductive and deductive reasoning. Each works in almost opposite
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ways.-Inductive reasoning goes from specific, instances to a general
rule; deductive reasoning goes from the generalrule to titre explaining
of specific instances. For example, a small boy eating an apple
discovers that the apple has a core: The next apple he eats also has a
cote, aQd the apple his sister eats has a core. Little by little he puts
this information together and conies up with a general rule for all
apples, which is that .all apples have cores: He has gone from the
obsetvation of individual , apples to a rule for al apples. This
reasoning is an example of inductive logic. It 'alsollescribes how
4udentyr can derive concepts. The teacher should request student's to
develop their own examples.

Deductive logic goes :the .other wag. If a child knows that all apples
have cores, he or she can predict that anothet child eating an apple
will find a core in the apple.

One of the most obvious uses of logical sequence is in Outlining. A
unit of study can be urfdertaken in which the mechanics of outlining
are articulated in English class while the logic and sequence of

' outlining are taught in social science class.

Step Two:'Researoh Paper

Step two deals with (1) specific qbalificatiOns; and (2) use of

Specific qualifications This,g'art deals wi i specific qualificatidns;
i.e.; topics, footnotes, and sources. It is important to discu;s what a
true topic is; a paper entitled "Evolution" certainly promises more
than it can deliv8. A g'ood met. is not) composed of opinions.
Orliffions have their place, but not in this type of research.'

Use of models. One technique for teaching form in a research
paper is.the showing of models. The teacher should copy a sample
page on a ditto for each member of the class as a reference form to
follow in writing his or her paper.

A Sample Page
a . The most important thing to remember when assigned a research paper is

to begin It promptly. Once done, half begun:I
Make stfre that your work is well organized. Select a topic that is'brief.,

Make a tentative outline at this point. This is dam to keep you from
wandering off the subject. Philo Wartle has stated:

I meant well when I began, but I neglected to make an outline. By the
time I 'got to the end of the paper I wad no longer writing about the
*original subject, .. . but it was to late to do the work over. I turned It in
anyway.... I knew I could fool the teacher.3
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"Find your references in'the card catalog."4

own 4 of,yOur sources.5.

too rnany ibich.6

Roddy X. Wa4uitss,, How to *trite Research Papers_ hew York: The,Matrix Co.,

2/bid., p. 123.
+3Philo Wattle, "How 1 Failed Anthropology," Scie\nce Journal, XI (Februiry, 1967),

4warbucks, dp. cit. pii:12-15.r 5
Robert S., Milesf Why Psych;logy Students Go ,Berserk. Los Angeles Neurotic

Publishing COM968, p. v
6/bid., p..1311t4 t.

_ .

The error in the stcond sentence of the sampje just given should
be pointed out. 'Once done, half begun' is wrong. It should be
"Once begun, half done.", This error illustrates one 'of the many
reason's-for focimoting. If an, "expert" is quoted and is wrong, it is his
ovifilault,not-that of the writer.

Step Thre e: Selection of Hypothesis ;

A method that .has proved effective and practical for seleeting a
hypothesis and that teaches. analytical skills at the same tit s the
following:

For a group Of ten, arrange five chairs in an inner circle and five in an
outer circle'. Arbitranly divide the group. Tell them: "Inner circle, I am going
to giveyou an idea to discuss. I will tell you what the topic is and give you
about a minute to think it over:Then I will call on you one at a time. You

> will tell meifthether you believe the statement to be true. Then you will give
.me yOur reasons. We will continue around the inner circle until everyone has
contributed..Mlanwhile, those in the outer circle will take notes. Then we
will change places; the littler circle will become the outer circle and the-outer
circle becomes the inner circle."

The instructorshould say very little. However, 'taking a tape of
the discussion 141/4a good technique if students -doti't comprehend
readily. The'vtpe can be played back later_ with instructional com-
ments or on be,used for individual review.

Using hypothesis a's:-a vehicle of a scientific',inquiry requires,'
teaching it-first as a vocabulary word. Using hypothesis as a cOncep,.
the teacher can begin a lesson plan. Some hypotheses 'that children
enjoy discupirig are the following:

1. Perloltalsleanliness iS a sign of'intelligence. . :

-*DOiv't

9

1968, p, 202.

16
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2.. Light-skinne people. are more sensitive 'to pain than dark-
skinned people.

3. People of different races can safely, give blood transfusions to
each other.

4. Basic IQ throughout the world is distributed on an even basis.
5. Every society considers its own culture to be best.
6. Civilized people are happier than uncivilized people.
7. )Language is s iety's most valuable invention.
8. People are h> an because they can reason.

Early Man (from the Life magazine senes) offers many hidden
hypotheses. The teacher should request three hypotheses of interest
frOm each student and should provide each student with a 7.5 x 12.5
cm card on which to wnte them. As the cards are ready, the students
ci-n tack them to a bulletin board in the'room. After the -teacher

'ready
the cards and writes comments on them, the actual research is

s ready to begin.
,rak

step Four: ClassiEvaluation

When the finishedpapers are turned in, the teacher should give toeach student the paper of another studerit togetheg, with a research
evaluation sheet. The teacher using this approach may want t9 have
each paper evaluated by several stuents before collecting everything,
lining out his or her own evaluation sheet, and finally 'returning
everything to the owner. A sample research evaluation sheet is given
as follows:

Sample Research Evaluation Sheet
Name of author,
Title of paper
Name of evaluator
Is the title a true topic?
Is there an outline or table of contents9
Does the paper follow the outklf .

Rate the over-all form: Poor Good ExccIleht .
Comment on ways to imprdve the paper:

Step Five: Oral Presentation .

. .

Each student reports to the class on his or\. her work. At the
conclusion of each presentation, questions are solicited from the'
audience. This procedure teaches synthesis and gives the students
practice in fielding questions and thinking on their feet.

1'7
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Communication of Research Hypotheses

A value-centered approach stresses the rmportance of applying
ctsroom-acquired information tothe outside world. Most students
fr" m upper middle class homes have often discussed hypotheses with.
their parents around the dinner table; On assignment these students
can also discuss their hypothesei with their peers and with adults in
the community. Disadvantaged or, minority gifted children have

'usually not experienced such conversations.

Sample Questions

.Questions are needed that (1) polish communication skills; (2)
point out the importance of distinguishing fact from opinion.; and (3)
aid students in forming intrinsic-values. Examples of such questions
are the following:

1. Ak individuals and societies the products of their cultUres,or
are cultures the products oPindividuals and societies?

. . . 2. DO all human beings haye the same basic needs? Whatare the
basic needsZ g a car, in our society, a basic need? How are
basic needs satisfied? How does environment fashion the way
that people satisfy needs?

3. What do we mean by "uncivilized"? How can we explain that
,ome unciviliZed'people have no jails because they have no
crime? Why clt, civilized people need jails?

. 4. What are the subcultures in our society? What are the
subNItures ,in other societies? ,When subcultures conflict,
what must the individual do?. 5. Are customs and loeliefs.learned or innate? How much of.
what-one calls his conscience is a perwri.born with?

6. What is "there: about culture that makes persons so slow to
change their own society?

7. What is there abbut our own, culture that makes us so slow
accept cultures much different from our own?

8. How does the lack of an effective language hinder animal
societies? Are there human societies that are hindered by th

A of an effectiyi languagel
9. What, isa superior culture ?` ''Contrast a superior culture wit

an inferior cultuie.
10. What Characterizes the "American culture"? Can,any karts o

our culture be traced back to other cultures?
11. Are some people culturally behind others because certain

°races are more backward than others? What is a race?

Finding answers to these questions is not necessary; in some cases
it is impossible. The thinking and inquiry involved are what. is

tit
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/ important for the child's growth in the sociakstiences. Robert Frost
once said that good ,teachers are those who ask questions that they.
therriselves cannot answer. If the truth were adMitted, the best

'sources of unanswerable questions are ofteh the students themselves.

. Us6 of Film Preview Techniques

Techniques used to preview films can also be used to evaluate
other fdrrns of communication. When organized blaming is f011owed,
studentslearneto know concepts, to analyze 'relations, and to abstract
meaning: First, it is advisable'fot.,the teacher to read amy information
that is distributed by the producer.yhe steps to be takewthen are as. . follows:

, .

1. Preview the fibri am' take notes for liter use.
2. lirepare the ilass.Y Discuss the topic (not, the fain plot) ahead 'of

time.
,

se .3. Do not t °Mile' the students to take notes as they view the
4. Discus the film with the class rafter,it has beeh shown. Point'

out details that a#e important. - \
5. Sho-tv it again. This time stop the film from time to time. Go up

, to the screen and' poiakot,it _subtle dt fails such as the expression
on an 'actor's face or a.gignificant,prbp.in the setting.

t

-
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Applicatioris of Research Skills
NI,

/

This chapter deals with sample 'cations of research skills. Thq
method used is to begin inductiv and end deductively. - '

Anthropology: Inductive Method
The Siriono Indians of Bolivia were studied for 18 ,months by

Allah Holmberg, an aythropologistiHe lived with these people to
determine the relationship of the hbngei- drive to culture. He.chose
the Sirionos because of their 'constant' struggle to survive' in a land)
where economic scarcity prevails.

The teacher should initiate' the case study with a lecture. After the
lecture students should be given study sheets con*Mingquestions,
based on the lecture. Students are to fill in the answers on Ole study
sheets. Additional questions that the teacher may wish to askoVhe

, .
students are given as follows: , ,

.

1. Knowledge and ,convergent production. Where is Bolivia? Can
sombone show it on the wall map? What is the altitude 'of the
region in eastern .Bohvia where the Shionoslive? How can
altitude affect living conditions? .Why are the Siriono_ s isolated
from the civilized world?- /

.
2. Analysis and evaluation. What value is there to studying isolated

'tribes? Why is it important to know that riOlinberg was the-
anthropologist, who studied the Sirionos? When 'was his study
made? Would the be any difference in the value of Holmberg's ,
study' if he had spent (Ally two weeks ,among the Sirionos
instead of 18 months? Although thisstudy took place a number
of years ago, is it still valid? Why or why not? What was the
purpose of the study?

3. Divergent production anij synthesis. What is a good definition
for hunger? What is culturellIs there a relationship between
hunger and culture? What is a biological drive? Can you give .

some examples? Are biological drives innate? Are they ever
satisfied as Jong as the organism is alive? What is a psychological
drive? Can psychological drives be satisfied pgrmanendy? Ale '

they innate?,

4
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Other items that might appear on the study sheets given to the
students are as follows:

Altitude?
Number of seasons?
What determinest easons?
How many inches 'of rainfall?
When is the rainy season?
Ty.pe of terrain?
Temperature?
Animal life?
Ediblecplants? '
Average height and; weight of Indians?
Color of skin?
Characteristics' of hair?

. Distinct facial characteristics?,
Phy,sical trademarksn general?

'Population?
Social groUpings?

. Wars?
Marriage cuStoms?

. Leadership?
Family}; units?
Size of house?
Materials from whichhouses are made?
Furniture?
Degree of copperatiori pricticed by these people?
Use of materials found in their environment (plant fibers, clay, and

so forth)?
Tools?
Weapons?
Clothes?
Decoratibns?
Use of fire?
Preparation of food?
Mean; of transportation?
Musical instruments?
Language?
Mythology?
Government?
Rhythm of activitiesr
Agriculture?
Hunting and fishing?
Ownership of property?

N.
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Preservation of foods? _

Taboos?
Games and toys?
Marriage and divorce?
Health?
Problems of old age?
Death-and burial?
Religion?

The reproduction of Correct answers fs,.of course, an intellectual
'task of a lower level (convergent roduction),'but it serves as,a foun-
ditiov for developing intellectual skills of a higher level.

Anthropology: Deductive Method
if' the approach to the research is to become deductive, students

will have to do library research to find another tribe or group of
people to investigate for comparison. The teacher should discourage '1r
the use of only the encyclopedia and encourage,,tle use of other
sources like the National Geographic and sociologicallextt2ooks. The,,
name of the new tribe being investigated is to become the topiC for'
the deductive 'paper. Some of the information liked on the first
study sheet will not be, found for the people under investigation; on
the other hand, information will be discovered that is npt asked,for.
The teacher should discuss these possibilities and should encourage
students to add whate'er seems significant.

A list of present-day groups or tribes that the students can
/ investigate for comparison might be the follpwing:

Bushman Druze
Pygmy *Kirghiz
Fiskirno Tartar
Aborigine' GYNY'
Bedouin Ainu
Berber Dayak
Koffir Maori

'After a specified period of reading and nptetaking, the group is
brought back to a seminar-One student initiates the discussion by
giving information about the tribe he or she investigated. The student
discusses one aspect of the tribe's culture. A sample teacher-student,
exchange is as follows:

i
Teacher: "BHT, let's discuss religilipt. What group did you

study?"
Bill: "The Eskimos."
Teacher: "Tell us about their religion."

,
22
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After Bill talks about religion among the Eskimos, Mary follows
up by discussing religion in the tribe that she investigated. Everyone
is limited to this one topic until all have reported. Group discussions
follow in which comparisons are made, and both deductive and
inductive reasoning is used to explain the differwes.

Using this approach early in the first Semester provides valuable
background information and helps set standardS, for the inquiry
process.

Psychology avd,Sociology
The making of lesson ptans is not within the scope of this

publication; however, several ideas are presented as stimulus ques-
tions or discussion starters. The curriculum areas are not divided by
subject matter because of overlap; generally, however, they are
drawn primarily from the fields of psychology and sociology

Ontogeny and Phy loge.
The subjects discussed in the remainder of this chapter are divided

mto the headings of, ontogeny and Phylogeny. Ontogeny generally
refers to the - complete developmental history of an individual
organism. Phylogeny generally refers tothe complete developmental
history of a race or group of animals. &_applied here, the terms refer
to the developmedt of language. Where emphasis is placed on present
development, ontogeny is used; where emphatSis is placed an overall
development, phylogeny is used.

Ontogeny

AIIIIroblem. Does language change?
I. Gathering data ...

a. Get a book of Shakespeare's plays. Redd several pages.
Write downf all words thata.re unfamiliar to you. Try_ to
look these words up in an abridged dictionary. Try to
estimate the percent of unfamiliar words in every 100
words yqu read.

b. In the shoot library, get a copy of Chaucer's Canterbury
Tales. Repeat the rating process.

- c. Do ,the same with Beowulf
.

2. Evaluating data I,

a. Make ao master list of unfamiliar words from each of the
three sources.

23
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b. ,Discuss the reasons for some 'dictionaries having a "new.
word:' section.

c. Try to bring in an old diclionary. Look for differences
between this dictionary and a recent one. Discuss com-
pound words.

3. Selected references
Beowulf Translated by B. Raffel. New York: New American

Library, Inc., 19.63.
Chaucer, Geoffrey. Canterbury Tales An Interlinear Transla-

tion Woodbury,' N.Y.: Barron's Edycational Series, Inc.,
1960.

Chaucer, Geoffrey. Chaucer's Poetry: An, Anthology for the
Modern Reader, New-York: Ronald Press Company, 1958.

Shakespeare, William. complete Works. Edited by C. J. Sisson.
New York: Harper and. Row Publishers, Inc., 1960.

Shakespeare, William. Ten 'Plays. Edited by Tyrone Guthrie.
NeiP.; York: 'Golden Ifress, Inc., 1962:

Weatherly, E. H., and Others, The English Heritage. Boston:"
Ginn & Company, 1'945.

B. Problem: If language has changed, can we tell whether it is

changing now?
1. Gathering data

a. Have students compile a master list of campus_slang. As a
homework assignment, have the students talk to their
parents and make a list of the slang of their generation.
Then have them talk to grandparents and to neighbors who
are older than their parents. *The students should make a
master het of their parents' slang and grandparents' slang/

b. Have many slang words survived over the last two or thra
generitions? Why is slang used? Is tang language? Can any
slang words be traced back to their origins? Do foreign
languages contain slang?

c. Have the class invent a list of slang words. Tell them to use
the words with their friends. Obviously, the class must not
divulge where the list came fronr.or why it is being used.
After a week or two, class members should be hearing their
friends using some of these words. When this event occurs,
what will the class have proved?

2. Selected references
Dictionary of Slang and 'Unconventional English. Edited by

Eric Partridge. New York; Macmillan Company, 1961.
Partridge,' Eric. Adventuring Among Words. New York:

Oxford Univefsity Press, Inc., 1961.
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Partridge, Eric. Slang' Today and Yesterday New York:
Macmillan Company, 18.54. .

C. Problem: Can punctuation, marks charige along with langutge?
`I. Gathering data

, a. 'An advertising executive has invented 'a nal" mark of end.
pLincuation. It is called the interabang (or,interqang): Lts
use is to terminate sentences that are half exclamation and
half inquiry. Examples include You don't say.fand Who do
you think you are? The interajmng'S sym6o1 is, appropri-
ately enough, an exclamation point superimposed on a
question mark.

-

b. Is this mark of punctuation needed?
C. Is there a mark of punctuation that is really unnecessary?
d. Can tile history of.any of our punctuation marks be traced?

2. Selectedtreference
"New Punctuation Mark Meets Need." Globe Language Ares

Bulletin, X11(February , 1968), 1.
D. Problem: Can a language such as English be suddenly' replaced by

-a;different language?
1. Gathering data

a. -Almost 3,000 languages are in 41se in the world right now.
Of the-thirteen major languages, Chinese is spoketi by 700
million, Russian by 130 million, -ana English by 250
million.

b. Several world- languages have been proposed. Among these
are Esperanto and 4nterlingua. Are the major_ countries of
the 'world likely to discard their present languages "ir-the
interest of world peke" and take up a new language;

c'. What problems would be involved in s* a change?
d. What advantages would there be to such change?

2. .Slected references
Connor, G. A., and D. T. Connor. Esperanto: The W.'orld

Interlanguage New York: Thomas YQseloff, Inc., 1959..
Gode, A., and Others' IntePingua. A Grammar of the

Interhational Language. New York: Frederick Ungar Pub-,
. fishing Co., Inc., 1963.
`.`Which Language?" Parade, December 15, 1968, p. 6.

E. Problem: Will breaking the code of dolphin "language" help us to
understand the evolution of our own language? .;.
1.' Gathering data

a. An anim@ that is raised in isolation normally develops
sound patterns typical for its- species. For example, dogs

EJ



that have never heard another dog,utter a sound of any
kind still manage to bark. 'The same is not true for, the
human animal. Some ancients believed that a huma'n raised
in isolation would speak perfect Hebrew because it was
man's "instinctive" language. But-we know that ila human;
does not learn a languagt4 he or she has none; the same is

also true for.doiphins.
b. Do you have a pet?
c. How does it communicate with you?
d. Would you callits method of communication a language?

Explain your answer.
,

e. Has your dog ever said to you; "Hi, Mary. Whaeare you
going to giye,me for lunch today?"

f. What would be the advantages of being able to talk with a
dolphin?

g. Why are -scientists trying to decode what a dophin says
instead of what A dog says?

h. What determines the intelligence of an animal?
i. What is the digerence between Knowleidge and intelligence?
Selected references
Alpers, . Dolphins,: The Myth' and ,The Animal. Boston.

Hou on Mifflin Co., 1961.
Beasts, Brains, and Behavior. Edited by J. Wiley. New York:

Scholastic Book Services, 1964.
Ruch,J.. Psychology and Life- Glenview, Ill.: Scott Eoresman

,

r

.

Co:, 1963.

Phy1ogeny

A. Problem: Which came first, a written or spoken language?
1. Gathering data

a. Which form of language did you use first?
b. Do you k o of anyone who first learned to write, then to t

speak?
c. Explain the expression "frozen words."
d. Find an alphabet in an encyclopedia that shows the

evolution of the alphabet from Phoenician to G -re* to
Latin to English. Explain how the changes took place.

e. Are there any letters our alphabet 'that these other
alphabets do not have?

f. Are there letters in our alphabet that we can eliminate?
2. Selected references

,Ernst, 'M. Words: English Roots.and 116w They Grew, New

York: Alfred it.1Cnopf, Inc., 1955.

r
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K. The Romance of Writing. From Hieroglyphics to
Modern Letters, Numbers, and Signs. New York, Viking
Press, Inc 9 1957.

%Lambtrt, E. Our Language: The Story of the Words We 47.
New Ybrk:'Lothrop, Lee, &`Shepard Co., 1955.

Ogg, 0. The 26 Letters. l'ew York: Thomas, Y. Crowell
Company, 1948.

_

B.* Problem: What Make's us what we are?
1. Gathering data

a. Have you Aker heard arilfone say about someone else, "He
hai no perslWality"?
IsitTossible for a person to have no personality? Why or
why not?

c., Find. the origin of the. word "personality." It comes frofn
the Latin, "Word persona, which means mask. We falsely
think that a normal person is always the same. Each of us is
many people. We continually put on masks of different
kinds. ,Compare- the mask worn in,the classroom with the
one worn at lunch. What kind of mask is put on when a3
mother asks a child for help with the dishes?

d: What scale can be used to rate someone's personality?
e. Is it possible for a person to be It...Et-cent good Or bad?

Give, reasons for your answer.
Can 'we ra.te personality by looking at the face of the
person being rated?

g. What does an honest person look like? .
h. What does a dishonest person look like?
i. How does an honest person act?
j. How.does adishonest persob act?
k. Bring in pictures for the class to Tate for honesty.

2. Selected references
Hilgard, E., and R. Atkinson. Introduction to Psychology.

Alew York: Harcourt, Brace 8L. World, Inc., 1967.
Morgan, C., _and R. Introduction to Psychology. New

York: McGraw-Hill BoOk Company, 1966.
Mnicri, N. Introduction to .Psychology. Bbston: "Houghton

d. Problem: Can personalit be "read"iby checking the.location and
size of bumps bn a person's skull?

Mifflin Co., 196

1. Gathering data .
..

. 1.a. Do you think that the brain is the center of human
control?

..,

r
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b. Do you think that. different parts of the brain control
different human functions?

40 C. Do you think that an excess of brain in one area is likely to
make an individual shoit an increased sensitivity to that
function?

d. Do you think that an excess of brain in one area 'is apt to
make a bump in the skull?

e. Can you find a phrenologist's "map" of the skull? Bring it
to class.

f. What has .modern brain surgery proved or disproved about
phrenology? .

g. Are there phrenologists around today?
h. Why do you think some people go to phrenologists?

11 - if Name some other "sciences" like phrenology.
2. Selected references

Ellis, J. Character Analysis: Subman orSuperman? Santa Ana,
Calif.: 51agg, 1929.

Gibson, W., and L. Gibson. The Complete Illustrated Book of
the Psychic Sciences. New York: Pocket Books, Inc., 1968.

D. Problem: What price have humans paid for standing erect?
I. Gathering data

a. Humans are the only quadrupeds that stand erect on, the
flat of their feet. (Gorillas standerect only momentarily.)

b.' The human backbone has become vertical. It bends ford
in the neck, backivard in the thoracic region, forward in the
lumbar region, and backward in the sacrum.

c. The spinal column is the first organ in humans to age.
'd. What back, leg, and foot problems do humans fall victim'

'to? -
e. What are the advantages, of walkkrig upright?,
f. What would be the advantages bf walkuig on "t11 fours"?

Skeletal diagrams should be brought to class for compar-
. ison. AP.

2. Selected ref rences
Medawar, P. niqueness of the Individual. New York: Basic

Books, Inc., 57.
Montagu, Ashley. Manrifis First Million Years.. New York:

New American Library, 1962.
konter, A. S. "Kajor Steps in Vertebrate .volution." Science,

CLVIII (December, 1967), 1629.
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Chapter
a

Involvement Wi h the Bill of Rights

The purpose of this chapter is to heighten student awareness of
justice and due process of law through meaningful involvement with
the Bill of Rights, which is a defendant's guarantee of a fair trial. Theconcepts of 'justice d,the process of law are unit themes on which
the class activities can be centered. Students are encouraged to seekout the meaning of these concepts through,. selected readings and
library research in preparation for a mocktrial..At the trjal a famous
person Rolla history is chiriged with a crime and has to appear before
the bar of justice. Students who do not feel captble of presenting
their ideas orally can participate by editing a class newspaper or
constructing a mural dealing with the trial.

The curriculum, which has been tried successfully with giftedstudents in grades seven S.hrough nine, offers the student a more
exciting experience than the regutar course of study. It capitalizes-on
the gifted child's greater curiosity, energy, and versatility.

In giving an historical figure a preliminary and grandlury heiaring,
a trial, and an appeal, the class experiences the 'conAept of dueprocess. History becomes !vote meaningful to the young learnerbecause it is related to the present in a manner that draws on his orher enthusiasm for the dramatic. Since each student is involved insome phase of the 'total process, he or she fiels a part of it and comeso see that due procekand justice are intended for everyone.

. Learning Activities
. .The following learning activities are presente solely as.a guide forthose teachers who may wish specific exa pleS. Teachers are. expected to vary these activities in terms of their own interests and

the interests and enthusiasm of their students.

Historical Defendant and the Charge

In planting for a, mock trial, the students should try to findpersonalities
1

who are controversial. Some pogsibilities.. are the.

`4--- 22
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Alexander, the treat
Julius Caesar
Caesar Airgus.tus
Elizabeth I
Andrew Johnson
Kaiser Wilhelm

4 4 Louis XIV
Peter the Great
Frederick the Great
Louis XVI

'Medieval Justice: Trial by. Ordeal

The class'. should analyze and evaluate the concept of justice
accepted in the Middle Ages and that accepted today. Trial.by ordeal
as practiced in the. Middle Ages did not myolve an attempt to
detqmine justice by rational means. People then looked to God to
work miracles in protecting the innocent and punishing the guilty.
Tcifiay welbok to a fairhearing to discover the truth. Every persop
should be given a chance to defend himself or herself in a court of
'law.

4,the past human beings have demonstrated some strange
practices in deciding a person's guilt or innocence. The following
story describes the type of trial that took place in Europe many
hundreds ofd years ago. The students should try to notice how such
practices differ from the legal procedures we use today.

When KnighfsMere Bold

""7

Benito Mussolini
Jefferson Davis
Benedict Arnold
John Brown'
Czar Nicholas II
Joseph Stalin
George III
Napoleon Bonaparte\
Aaron Burt
Adolph Hitler

11 9
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In charges 'of serious crime, thAmnple of the Middle Ages often used
methods that might well appall the most mnocent. \One was tgeind the
accused, hand and feet, and let him down by a rope into the wMr. It was
believed that if he were guilty, the vfater would refuse to receive him and he
would float; but that if he,were innocent ie would sink.It is to be hoped
that the officers never forgot to rescue the man who sank. Fat worse than this
was the ordeal by boiling water. This was a matter of much ceremony. It took
place in the church. First a cross, a censer, and relics of the saints were borne
into the building. The priest fotrowed, carrying a copy of the Gospels. He
chanted a litany and the,seven penitential psalms. He prayed that the truth
might he revealed and that if the accused had had recourse to herbs or magie,
it might not save him. Holy water was sprinkled about, particularly upon the
kettle, in order that any illusions of the devil might be driven away. Then
with many prayers the hand of the accused was thoroughly washed. He drank
a cup of holy Water and plunged his hand into the boiling kettle. The hand
was sealed up, and at the qui of the three days it was examined formally. If it

. showed. no sigp of a burn, the man was declaie,d innocent; but there was a
blister -"half as large as a walnut,''' this was regarded as proof of his guill!

4
3,J
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Another ordeal walat of the hot iron. This sometimes consisted of
carrying a red hot iron seven or rune paces; sometimes, of walking Von
burning:plough' shares. In theeleventh century, Queen Emma of England was
accused of cnme and was brought into the church for the test. The pavement
was carefully swept, and nine .red hot plough shares were laid upon it, The
queen's shoes and stockings were taken off and her cloak drown aside. Two
bishops, one4ip either hand, led her toward the iron. Throughout the church
there was sobbing and weeping. "Help her, Help her! Saint Swithin, help
her" the people cried. The bishops, too, were in tears; but they bade her not
to fear, for God would-not suffer the innocent to come to harm. Then she
stepped upQn the plough shares, one after another. The old account says that
she felt no pain and that her feet showed no injury.

The theory of these trials was that God would always save the guiltless;
but many explanations have been attempted of the reason why the hot water
and 'hot iroliodid not burn: If the water or' the melted lead, which was
sometimes used, was hot f nough, feats similar to these have been performed.
In regard'to the test of the red hot iron, It has been suggested that during the
many prayers that seem to have been sat a...I-yr the irons were laid in place,
plough shares do a stone floor would cool very rapidly. Again, we are
reminded that all these trials were in the hands of the priests, that the people
were, expecting miracles, and that if the priests wished to save a man, they
could easily arrange some deception or could harden his skin by some
ointment. .... I

Enrichment

Sbrne teachers may wish to schedule several additional lessons to )

provide the, class with more historical background about the
defendant tokelp make the preparations more meaningful. Teachers
(Lan focus the attention Of students on a few selected issues and use
these as the basis rOr homework and class assignments. For example,
if Hitler were being tried on the charge of waging wars of aggression,

-the class could investigate in their texts the whole period of the late
1930s and eariT1940s.in terms of the defendant's invasion of other
lands. They could also consider a possible defense, for example,
other rulers_ such as Joseph Stalin and Genghis Khan committed
similar deeds, yet were never brought to. trial. Are the rulers of
nations immune from such charges? '

The Bill of Riglf
The protection of the rights of a defendant in a criminal trial is

one of the most kmportani, functions of the Bill of Rights.

Eva M. Tappan, When Knights Were Bold Boston, Houghton Mifflin Co., 1939, pp
47 49. Reprinted by Oerffiission of the publyther.

kJ,
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The studehts should read th'e first two selections of Frank K.t
) Kelly's Your Freedoms The Bill of Rights These selections deal

with the Fourth Amendment's protection against unreasonable
sear and seizure and the Fifth Amendment's guarantee Of the Tight
to re lin silent.The teacher and the students should try to solve the
four problems that follow. Several different - solutions may be
suggested. No one correct answer exists as to what the Bill tf Rights ,
means. Even U.S. Supreme Court auslices disagree when they offer
their, interpretations. Many inWortant cases are decided by a
five-tolfour vote; therefore, .the teacher and the students should use
their own ideas.

Fourth Amendmillt: Problems

l. The persons-die in a collision ,:between a truck and a car. The
truck's driver, is found by the pOlice, unconscious. An empty

-lieruor bottle is found in the truck, and the driver's breath has a
strong. odor of alcohol about it. The police order a doctor to
take sample of the unconscious maii's blood and test it for

'alcohol content. The test 'reveals that the driver was under the
influence of alcohol at the time of the accident. He is tried,
found glulty of manslaughter, and sentenced to a term of six
months to tenyears in prison. Lawyers for the defend'ant appeal
through the turfs to the U.S. Supreme Court. They argue that
the taking of a blood sample while the defendant is unconscious .
is an unreasonable search and seizure contrary to the Bill of

,Rights. If ypi were the judge, how would yOu decide this case?
Give seasons.

.1" ,2. Police enter the home of a suspected drug addict. They force
their way into his bedroom, where he is hiding. As they enter
the bedroom, the suspect seizes twd capsules or pills from the'.
nightsiand and swallows them. The officers try to force open
his Mouth to get the pills. They fail to do so. The suspect is
swiftly taken to a nearby hospital. There his stomach is emptied
by a stomach pump. The .contents -brought out are tail

.1% exajnined. Traces of morphine, a narcotic, are folind in large
enough quantity to conclude.' that the suspect recently
swallowed the drug. The syispect is put on trial, and the hospital
report is offered in evidence. The defendant is found guilty and
is sentenced to prison, His lawyers appeal the case on gfounds
of improper search and seizure. flow would you decide this

. problem?
3.-Two police officersstop a speeding motorist on a desert rood.

As they write out his ticket; the officers smell a ,strong odor
corning from the trunk or the man's automobile. The officers

.
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011.

ask for permission to take a look inside the trunk. The man
refuses to permit the officers to do so. In spite of his refusal,
the officers take his keys, open the trunk, and discover a body
that later turns. Out to be the motbizist's wife. She,has been
murdered. EvidErV,'e on the body indicates that'the motorist has
committed the crime.

The motorist is forced to stand trial. The defense lawyer
arguei that the bOdy should not be used as evidence against his
client since its discovery was the. 'result sof an "unre,asonable"
search. The Bill of Rights does not forbid searches for.evidence.
It does forbid unreasonable searches. Evidence obtained by the
police as a result of an unreasonable search njay not be used in
court even though the evidence is true.

The udge agrees that the evidence may not be used. Since
the rict attorney has nothing else to link the defendant with
t crime, the defendant is set free. -0o you agree ?riff} this
decision? Why or'why not?

4. You carry a bag as you wal'through a strange neighborhood at
night. Police officers, alert because of a series of petty thefts,.
.stop you. Tney demand to see the contents of your bag. May
you, on the basis of constitutional right, refuse tq permit the
officers to examine your ag? On practical grounds alone,
would it be advisable fo you to let the officers see the
contents? Why?

Fourth Amendment: Enrichment

1. Because of a wave of cheating that has swept the school, the
principal has placed tiny electronic listening devices called
"bugs" in 'the boys' and girls' rest rooms. Frbm his office the
principal can listen to what is being. said in the rest rooms.
Several students are overheard. to say that they cheated-on tests.
On the basis of this evidence, the students are syspended. Has
the pnncipal used a fair means of gathering evidence?

2. The police have a, suspect who they think has committed a
series of brutal murders: The suspect, a man, is traced to a
motel. The officers place a "bug" in the man's room. They
overhear him confess his crimes to 4n acctomplice. On the liasis
000A evidence, the suspect is arrested, trld, and convicted.
Havelie police used a fair means 0( gathering evidence? Why or
whV not? If the student responses to this question-are different
from thqse offered in Item 1 above, the students should explain
why their responses are different.

3 33
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.The students may read Chapter 8, "Fifth Amendment; The'Rightto Remain Silent," in'Your Freedoms: The Bill of Rights, by FrankK. Kelly.

A defendant in a bleary case admits to being in the vicinity of
the burglarized 'house at the approximate time of the theft. Whenasked a subsequent question, the defendant pleads his right under theFifth Amendment to remain silent. May the defendant refuse' to
answer any more questions? Why or why not?

Fifth Amendment: Enrichment A le
A student may be asked to prepare a brief play to be acted out by

other members of the class and to be used for discussion. The play
should revolve around the following questions:
, 1. ShoUld people be informed of their rights?

2. Should a "confession" be read to a jury?
3, Should the police have a search warrant to seize evidence?

. A suggested title for the play would be: The Arrest- of,Adolph
Hitler.

Sixth Amendment: Problem
1".

Students ray read Chapter 9, "Sixth Amendment: Fair Trials and
Trials by Jury," in Your Freedoms: The Bill of Rights, by Frank K.Kelly. . .

Millions of Americans are shocked when, before. their very eyes, an
important political leader is shot to death while giving a spefch on
nationwide television. The suspect is cleatly visible, oh the picture
screen as he fires the shot. His attorneys argue that he may not' be
put on trial anywhere in the country bbcause it is impossible to find
12 impartiil jurors. How would yt)u, in the role of a judge, decide
this issue?

Sixth Amendment: Enrichment ,

The teacher may arrange with an outsider to enter the class at a
prearranged time to act as an 7assailant." The assailant, who could be
carrying a weaporf made of paper, pretends to scuffle with the ,teacher. After a few moments the assailant runs out the door. The
students are then asked to describe what they saw. What was
weapon'? In which hand was it? Describe the assailant. What wassaid? The class might develop of interesting discussion concerning
the mobility of witnesses and the need for cross-examination.
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Eighth' Amendment: Problems

Students may read Chapter 10, "Eighth Amendment: Reasonable
Bail Requiredand No Cruel Punishments in Your
Freedoms: theBill of Rights, by Frank K. Kelly.'

I . Theqocal board of education, empowers a principal to punish
offensive students. According to the rules, "the pupil isilozloie
placed ill the pillory during part of each lunch hour for a
to be determined by the principal; his head and hands, are to be
thrust through the holes made for that purpose;his offense is to
be posted nearby for all students to see.", Do you think this
punishment violates the Eighth Amendment's prohibition
against cruel and unusual punishment? Why or why not?

2. AS punishment for violating school holes, the Offending boys
and girls have their heads shaved: Is this act a violation of the
students' constitutional right to, be free from cruel and unusual
punishment? Why or why not?

S. A teenaged boy is accused of stealing a new car from its owneri.
The judge sets the tnal for a date four months away and.orders
bail set at $2,000. Is the judge's action fair?

4. A man is involved hit a 'serious automobile 0 cci den t that results
in the death of three people. He was drunk at the time orthe

. accident. This is the fifth time, he -has been involved in an
accident while drunk. The judge orders him held for trial and
refuses to set bail. Is the judge's action fair?

5. Several teenaged boys and girls are arrested for clistuFbihg the
peace. They were overturning garbage cans and honking auto
horrr(to celebrate their team's victory. The judge 'finds them
guilty and seVences each to pay a fine of 5100 or to spend a
month in jail. Ts the judge's action fair?

6. A teenaged boy is arrested for speeding. At the time of his
arrest he was driving nearly 100 miles per hour. The boy pleads

. not guilty, and a date for the trial is set. In the meantime hs is
reltased without bail in the custody di his lawyer. Is the judge's
action fair? ,

Additional' Activities

The activities presented here are designed to promote active
learning among the students.

Interested students Siy volun eer to read scenes from Twelve

Angry Men.' Approxithately 15' nutes are needed during each class
meting to c9mplete the 'reading If the play..

-2See Twelve Angry. Men, in Great Tele :non Plays Edited by William I Kaufman New
York Dell Publishing Comp,sny, 1969
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Some sample discussion questions are the following:
1. Who do you think made the best juror? Why?

_.

2. Did the ydung defendant receive due process? Why or why not?
3. According to the writer of_the play, what area some of the

strengths and weaknesses of Our system?

Written and Oral Agillyses

The students may read and react to selections dealing with the
Eighth Amendment concerning reasonable bail and cruel andtinusual
punishment. c

I.

Case Study

The stuclints may read the

1. Donald gorker, Robert M. O'Ne ,. and Nicholas Econopoufy.
Civil Liberties. Case Studies and the Law Boston: Houghton
Mifflinl[o., 1965. .

2. Liberty Under Law Edited by Charles Cutler and Craig Pearson,
Middletown, Conn.: AmeriCan Education Publications, 1966,
pp. 27-30.

.0.

Some students ;,tray want to be the editors assigned to' cover the
trial for the class newspaper. These students are free to decide what
stones to place in the newspaper and how they are to be written..But
what if the defendant complains that a newspaper influenced the
jury and made a fair trial impossible'? liere we see a conflict between
different kinds of rights. Which right takes precedence? Who decides?

OP

citizenship.Quiz (Review)

The students should read The National Citizenship Test 3 Then, on
a separate sheet of paper, they should answer the questions about the
rights of the people in the story. .

t

_ Analysis of Trial Records ,
.

TrAnscripts- of any of the mock trials from The National
CitizenThip Test may be used to initiate distussion of the historical

3
,The Nfonal Citizenship -Test Edited Oy A V Westin New York' Bantam Books, Inc.

"1965, pp 1 ,--19 .._ ,-.

, '..

t

r'"
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. ,:.
inaccuracies that may have emerged during the trials. Students may
(1) discuss propaganda devices that participants may have employed
to argue their cases; (2) analyze conflicting testimony of witnesses;
and (3) trace conflicts and differences in primary and secondar7

".y sources used in student research.

Bu llettp Board Project (
The teacher may ,appoint a small committee of students.to create a

bUlletin board. Members of the class may be asked to bring in articles
and pictures relating to the unit themes.
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Chapter 5

Development of Creativity:
/ Field-Study MethOd

). The social sciences offer a unique opportunity for developing
creative approaches in interpersonal relationships. The field-study
ifiethod, when used by students, has advantages as follows:

1)

1. Places the student in a position of understanding other people's
opinions

2. Develops sensitivity to other people's problems
3. Gives the student practiCe in communication skills
4. Trains the student in the art of inquiring

' 5. Exposes the student to nuances of meaning that will further his
or her understanding of social benVior in general

Topics for Interviews
Topics for exploration in interview situations are as follows:
1. What are some good questions to ask around our school?

After making up a list of questions, the teacher should have the
'class members predict the number of yes amino answers they
will get from polling 100 students. Thed the class should be
sent into the "field" to ask the questions. A specific number
of interviews should he assigned to each student to keep the
total around 100.

Do. you think our percentages would be different if we polled
200 people? 300 people? 500 people?

Would polling more people tend to make our figures more or
Jess reliable?

How carefully must we chocrl the people we interview?*
2. What db you think is the difference.between observation and

introspecnon?
" Which is more reliable?

Can you think of a third method?
Do yoLi think people ever lie to theniselves?
Why should anyone ever lie to himself?
Is, there danger iri lying to oneself?
Have you ever lied to yourself?
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Is daydreaming a form of lying to oneself?
Is a lie always bad?

3. How would you compare' instinct in humans and in lower
animals? t -

rs
If an animal is ised with humans, it remains an animal. If a,

human is raised with animals, is he or she an animal? Why?
If a child touche,s a hot stove, he or she will never touch a hot

stove again. 4f a monkey touches a hot stove, it will never
touch any stove again. _

4. Some psychologists think that human beings may enjoy tortur-
ing themselves to dslight extent. What do you think?

How amusing are amusement parks ?,
Alcoholic beverages may give the user a hangover. Do you think

some people drink to get a hangover?,
Do you think that bad-tasting medicine is more popular than

good-tasting medicine?
If an antiseptic "bunts," is it really doing its job?

5 There is nothing good or bad, thinking makes it so
What do ygikthink this statement means?
Is nothing'reaily good or bad?
Should there be censorship?
If soswho will b'e the censor?. -
What sort of thing will we censor? Why?

Topics for the Classroom
In the opening section of this publication, a definition of social

'sciences was given: `,`,Social sciences are [thoso..sciendes] concerned
. with the detailed, systematic, and theoretical study of human

iciationships." The clglplines that give major emphasis to the study
of humanity .are- hology ' (concerned with the individual);
sociology (concerned with the grouping of bumanity); and anthro
pology (concerned with the beginnings of human acculturation).
Gifted -children_ in junior high school need to probe these disciplines
more than the average child would.

The topics suggested in this section are only a few of many that
can be used by the teacher to initiate gifted students into the broad
coverage- of psychology, sociology, and anthropology. These tOpics
are given as follows:

/ How many.ages do you have?
Ages aiV almost always 'given chronologically, The teacher

should explain that persons have many ages. throno-
logical age is probably the least important of all.

0

J
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2. If you were put ieharge of training humans or animals,,
would you prefer to use reward or punishment?

" Could you use them in combination?
If you did use them in combination, which would you start, wit-0
Does society use reward or punishment more often?
Bring to class three pages of a newspapef. Mark examples of

reward and punishment.
If a police officer stops your father's car, is he or she ,,more

likely to apply reward or punishment? Why,? What is the
police officer's job?

What should you do if you think the police officer has
treated yop unjustly?

How would our lives be different if there were no police
officers? '

3. Should an unidst law be obeyed? y.

.What makes a law unjusr?
, ,

Can you think of an example of an unjust law?
Do you think that a curfew is unjust?-__ 1
What can we do about unjust laws?)
What is justice?

4 Consider the school to be a city in miniatur.e
What roles are played by the principal, teachers, anti

students?
Make a sociogram of the student body. Include such headings

as socialites, hangers-on, hoOdlurns',' and soirthi, Which
groups do your'lines connect?

How does the schoOl as a city compare with Ifprirriitive tribe
already studied? .

5 ,Can you make a distinctto etween `.`uppeer class" and
. "lower classY tn a society? illii
Can yearly income be a cn rion? ,
Can attitude toward sosiet be 'a criterion?
Can the type of worrtione by the head of the household be a

criterion? ,

If these classifications exist,- is it possible to move from one
class anothtr? If'so, how? . '.. . ..Is educati aatterioV - d

If combinations tifitlireria are rreeded to idertiify a person as.
belonging to the upper or lower class, What would the
most likely combinations be?

. 4

4P .



6. Trace the recreational activity of humah beings from ancient
times to the present. '
Are there any similarities betwjen.past a
Do you see any general hurovement?
Do the amusements of.a rvilization reveal ything aboutits

morals or state of decay?' .
Eto you think bokini and wrestlint are moral amusements?

,. Are they now more moral than they once Were?
What is your opinion of bullfighting?

7. Do. plants and animalseadapt themselves to their environmenttheir
,.

by changing structurally?' ..4

..

If you think they do, what authorities can you quote?
If ou don't' think .they -do.what authorities can you quote?

at argument can you muster for either view?- 4
.

pie) attempt ,to solve their problems by means of devices
the)(invent Caged folkways. It. 46.

One folkway ?Making hands. Why do we shake hands?
Another folkway ii having the man work and the woman stay

home (usual.iY). Is this folkway changing? De folkways
/ chine? Why? , , '

How;many folkway can yo ,
, e

Can you find folkways in other societies° somewhat like our
, .. e 'own? ',

' I Tpow .many of out folkways can Ydu trafe b4k, to their
originsi:of

Do You t that folkways have helped people, to solve 'N 4

problems?, . - , .

tan:y.4u think' of any problems people have raised by their
usenof folkways? - ,

What areemotional ale; social'ocial *ILI mental age?
What othep ages does a person have? -

,

- - .How can these agei be measured in other?
How can- we Measure the ages in ourselves?

. Can 'a junior high sch9student have an emotional age of
five? What would hanen, if he or she did?,..,- ..... : What advantage is thereto discovering our varioys ages? ;

.,
. 4 9. flow do societies decide who gets what? .....

ir
Do all societies use the same method?
Research and contrast unlike societies. .

..

Is service to society .a enterionfor reward? ....

What other-criteria can you think of? .

4.
t.

,.
or S

t 4P"
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10. Hots are decisions made.in primitiveor tribalsocieties?
Who enforces decisions?' .

' What types of punishment are used for transgressors?
What types of rewards are- giv'ett 20* those who do not

transgreSs? 4
; Do you think capital punishrue.nt is civilized? Why or. why

not?

wei5orn with. inbred pugnacity
e If- pugnacity is not inbred, how can we survive in

, competitive werld?
If pugnvity'is inbred, does this mean that war is inevitable?

;12. An ancient philosopher said that luxury causes war. Do you
agree.?

WliaiLis:luxury?j IsProur 'father's, cat a - , -
Is luAury inevitable F 4

Do you have ppsses n t you consider to be luxuries? r
DO civilized countries ght' more wars than do uncivilized

countries? What reasons cart you give for your answer?../ . .
:13 .iflost soeiolbgists say that peopi'te have alway,s lived in groups

b25 you agree with this strittement? -....
What reasons do people, have for living in groups? ' ,

Can nature", as an .enerhy,,j1e resisted better by-groups of
people4an by.The indiqaual?. .

What.divdtrIntage's ai-e there'to living in groups?
What do you think the first groups consisted of?4,
Compare groups in primitive sociejes with our osvh.
What groups do wehave within oursn society?. > : *

.z ,14. It has been said that of all the animals irr the rid, human,
beings aff the only ones who can change their eitrbnth ent
to suit themsek, and yet theyogie Mfg o'nly. miladiustjd

animals. / "
.Do 'you believe this statement( to be true? .Give reasons fol.

, your answer. .

Name* some wys"In which people have.changed their
snvironmentlk ,

When people change their environment, do they always do it
for the better ?' .

Make a.liq geof 'environmental chan's thatihave been for the
e . . 1*better. For the 'worse.

' I

4 "
k.
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A Ifcertain animals could change their environments, what..
you think they would do?

What would' be the advantages and 'disadvantages if a human
could control the weather?

,(

If a human' could control certain physical functions of the
solar system '(such as planet' rotation and revolution),
would this power be good or bad? Give your reasons.

1.5. Petrified ant hills show that millions of years ago ants acted
precisely as they do now. Over the years,-however, humans
have continually changed their behavior..
Can you give reasons why the above statement is true?
Do you think people ,vill continue to change.-in the future?

How?
Do you think ants will change? If ski, how?
What kills of things can make animals change their behavior?
What kinds of thipgs make you change your behavior?
What do you call a 'change of avior?

-16 flow many societies are you member of?
What identifies a society?

at kirids:of things affect s iety?
at does society affect?

17.' Human beings have great 4ee for security, but they also
hare need for adventure.
Do these needs run contrary to each other? If they do, how

can they be present at the same time in the ,same
individual?

Give examples from your own life.
Do you think that some people need security more than

others? h .---*Do you think t t some people need adventure more than
others? . .

What are tire advantages of being more rather than less
venturous, and vice versa?

Ha 4yoti.ever been homesick?
111

What do you think causes homesiceness?
What influence does a .person's age have on his or her need

for security and adventhre?
* What inlluence does a person's environment have on his or.- . 4.

her need for security and adventure?

18. Einstein once said that if his ideas turned out to be good, the
Germans would say he was German, and that if they. turned
-out to be 114 they would sdy he was Jewish.

'13
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What did he mean?
Einstein spent the last years of,his life.in the United Statei.

Would you say he was German or American?'
Make a list of people who'were.born elsewhere but came to

the United States. List their accomplishments,.
Can you find the names of Americans who leTtithis country

to take up citizenship elsewhere? What reasons did they
give for leaving?

Why do so many-rpersons come to this country but so few
leave?

Write the name of, a country in which you would like to take
up residence. Then study about that country.

19. The meeting .0f the Indians and the 4,vhite people is often
regarded as one of the great tragedies of history. becauie no
two races have understood each other. lesS

Doou think the Indians or the white people were right?
(Debate.) v.

Does a ,superior culfure have the right to destrolan inferior
curtute?

Wasthe Indian rs,,bilture inferior?
What 'reasons did,the white eople have for coming here?

.:1-low has Indiarftuiture,affected our own culture?
o Contrfst the treatment _of Indialis in' the United States with

the treatment of those in Mexico;
What has hatpenedtto the India4 of Japaii?

20. f? ecently, native.; 'on'a Pgeific'island raised money to buy our
President from 'us. These natives remembered that during
World War 41 American soldiers had arrived with thousands of
tonf of supplies. ;The islander hough that -buying our
resideniAvuld brine them tift7res'OpplieS

Do you thir,k t the islanders woulit give our President
god-like sta

fio you think Ai t; you could, aiplomatically explain to the
.natives why 'they May not purchase our President? Give

,
sprntreasons.

21.. Discuss the "great people theory." Does history make great
pedple or'ddi great people make history --

Would Washington and Lincoln fulfill theirroles in history.
(in a modified way, of course) if they were living today?

eat Ornf thipolitical situation today did nat' call upon their
.

ti
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special talents, would they lead quiet lives tile the
majority of the rest ()Nis and never be heard from?

Do you agree with the historian who said that if Hitler were
alive today in a nation that has the hydrogen bbmb; the
world would be destroyed? , ,

22. How can poor communication endanger relations between
different groups of people?
The Boxer Rebellion began when foreigners in China built

towers. not realizing that the Chinese believed that the
spirits of the dead flew 'log. The towers, they reasoned,
would interfere with the flight of the spirits.

The Maori cut down a flagpole flying the union jack. The
Bntish felt this action to be justification for war, not

**realizing that it was Moon custom to cut gown a pole
dunng a dispute. This action simply mearft that the Maori
were ready to discuss the problem. The British couldn't
understand why the Maori would provoke them by
cutting down their flag. The'Niaon couldn't understand
why the British would attack them when they showed a
willingness to communicate.

23. When some students were asked to predict how life would be
different in .11.4ture° years, they found the following prep-
twins made by architect Noirman Bel Geddes'in 1931 These
changes were to-have taken pldce in ten years. or by '1941

There will be doubitdeck streets, divided into laws for slow
stop=" off traffic ni lanes for express traffic.

Synthetkatnaterials will replace natural 'materials used in the
construction of buildings.

Every roof will have a garden.
Houses in all climates will have flat roofs.
The garage will become part of the house and will be placed

on the street front.
Airplanes will land and take off vertically.

,Generally speaking, houses will be smaller. but rooms will be '

larger.
Mechanical devices will open doors, serve meals, and remove

dirty dishes and clothing to the appropriate departments
in the building.

Talking pictures will'replace talking professbrs.
Aircraft will attain speeds up to six miles a minute.
A combination dictaphone and typewriter will replace

stenographers.



Events national interest will be available by television
siniultanf:fotisly with their occurrence.

- There will be no epidemics.
"'There will be no incurable diseases.
,} The workingweek will consist of four six-hour days.'

How. manx of these' prectIctions would you say have come
completely Mk? Partially true?

Would you say that the most important predictiOns have
come true?

In some cases, how much have we progressed past the
prediction, such as in the case of airplane speed?

Do you think that epidemics will ever be eradicated?

24. When students were asked to predict how life would be by
the year 2000, they assembled the following predictions:

Cars will be-powered by, electricity.
Boston through Washington, D.C., will be one city, as will

San Francisco through San Diego.
Cities and farms will be located beneath the sea.
Watches will be, 'nothing more than miniature television ,

receivers, .
Television will be.three-dimensional and will cover the entire

front wall of a room..
Weather wilt. be' controlledr and certain cities will be

completely encased by plastic domes.
Many of the present deSerts_will be productive farm areas.
Transplants of human, animal, and artificial organs will keep

people alive until they just "wear out."
A pill to make people smarter will be widely Used.,
A cup of coffee will cost 50 cents.
The average work week will consist of 22 hours,, the average

vacation will be 26 weeks; and thkaverage retirement age
vfill be 38. . .

Students will be taught at ho_ me by. telephone; television, and
computer. . ;

With six billion people on earth, we will be eating foods that
most of us would not consider edible today; i.e., seaweed,'
alga and so forth. I

There v.ge be fish farms.
Parking spaces might be hereditary.

Gordon and V. king, College Readings on Today and Its Problems New York.
Oxford University Press, Inc., 1933, p.3.

4
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How many of these predictions do you think- are likely to
come true?

How- would a six-months' vacation for your parents affect
you?

Can you think of any disadvantages to/being taught 15y a
corriputer?

In a food shortage, do you think you could eat eel,
-Wtlesnake, ants, or grasshoppers?

Whaidetermines our taste m food?
Go to a supermarket and make a list of the exotic foods sold

there. , 4

25. Imagine that the year is A D. 2300 The class is made up of a
1110 team of archaeologists You are digging on the site of where

the school once stood.

How, much of the ruins would be above ground, if any?
*44k

Where does the debris come from that covers ruins?
In how many ways could the school have been destroyed?
What parts of the school are apt to be preserved? Lockers?

Walls? Books? Notebooks?
Are we apt to .recognize a pencil sharpener if we dig it out of

the ruins?
What artifacts are we apt to find that will tell us this was a

school?
Imagine we find the foundations of the walls. Draw a floor.,

plan of the school.
Would it help archaeologists if a time capsule were left

behind? If we were to bury a time capsule . ow for
archaeologists to find in 500, years, which Vf the
following items would be most representative of our lives'
today?

A set of textbooks
Blackboard and chalk
Pencils and 'pens
A grade book
An annual
A copy of the cafeteria menu
A diary kept by the gifted class 111
A map of the school grounds
A set of rules and regulations for the school
Records of the alma mater (or tapes)
Records of a typical class session.

I
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Imagine you are going to leave such a time capsule.
Can the class begin keeping a diary?
Ohat items are important enough to put into such a d iary?
If y8u were taking pictures of events to include in the

capsule, what events would you record?
The numerous topics in this chapter are presented so that

teachers may. have a wide selection of topics likely fo stimulate
cif ativity, analyses, and evaluation. The topics may be used -for
reporting, newspaper articles, debates, and plays.

VI&
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Andrews, R. Meet Your Ancestors.- A Biography of Primitive Man New York:
Viking Press, Inc., 1945.
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Prehistoric Puzzles. New York: W. % Norton & Company, 1965.
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a site, organizing and 'conducting the excavation, and studying and. identifying
the find. .......
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strangely different peoples."
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Mankind. New York: Macmillan Company, 1944.

field an is most readable.
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from e hest times to the rise and spread of the great religions. Covers avast

Chase, S. Guide to.S traight Thinking. New York. Harper & Row Publishers, Inc.,
1954.
Explains the principles of logic and describes the '13 common fallacies to
which all are prone, together with their use as propaganda techniques Chase

.believes that straight thinking calls for "common sense, lining lip the facts,
and figuring out what they. mean and how best to react to them."

-Cheney, S. A New World History of Art. New York. Viking Press, Inc., 1962.
Comprehensive work on art from prehistoric times 4o the present. Good for
reports rather than for reading of the whole book.

Driver, I-1.' Indians of North America. Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1961..

' Comprehensive and comparative description and interpretation df native
American cultures from the Arctic to Panama. 4 A

Halacy, D. Nine Roads to Tomorrow: Dramatic Developments in Scientific
Technology. Philadelphia: Macrae Smith Co., 1964. i
Easy to read. Covers the laser, comsat, electronic computers, biopower, the
solar battery, ultrasonics, ground-effect machines, and-bionics.
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Hall, E. The Silent Language: Communication Without Speech. Garden City,
N.Y.: Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1961.
Points out difficulty people have,in conunuhicatirrg with one another. Defines
culture as various concepts of people's readiness to ict.

Hayakawa, S. I. Symbol, Status, and Personality. New York: Harcourt, Brace &
World, Inc.; 1963.
Readable book especially valuable for stimulating discussions. Emphasis is on
semantifs, which helps to make human beings human.

Hook, L. The Research Paper: Gathering Library Material, Organizing, and
Preparing the Manuscript. New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1962.
Very practical little booklet. H6 an index and explains the use of all types of -a
library tools. Gives many examples. .

Jacker, C. Man, Memory, and Machines: An Introduction to Cybernetics New
York. Macmalan'Company, 1964. .

Interesting treatise covering (I), cyb;ffittics, brains, and computers-, and (2)
background of cybernetics and bionics.

Kelly, Frank K. Your Freedoms. The Bill of Rights. New York. G P. Putnam's
Sons, 1964. Chapter de'voted to each article in the Bill' of Rights. Explains
ongm, growth, and status of each article.Illustrated,

,,
McKown, Robin. Seven Famous Trials in History. New York. Vanguard Press,

Inc , 1963. Relates the dings of Socrates, Joan of Arc, Galileo, John Zenger,
Robert et, an
the issurquestion, the lives of the accused, and the period in which they

et, Alfred Dreyfus, and the Nazi cnminals at Nuremberg. Showi

lived. Illustrated'. ,
Packard, V. The Hicican Persuaders. New York: David McKay Co., Inc., 195,7. --

Revelktion of influences that change cultural patterns; e.g., advertising, public
relations, and the like.

Palmer, G. Quest for the Dead .ea Scrolls. New York. John Day Company,
1965. .

_

Story of the Dead Sea scrolls from their discovery in 1947 to their anal
purchase by the Palestine ArchaeologItar Museum in the old part of
Jerusalem.

Parker, Donald, Robert M. O'Neil; and Nicholas Econopouly. Civil Liberties
Case Studies and the Law.. Bostoiu Houghton Mifflin Cb., 1965. Interesting
presentation of important cases invbicfng civil nghts of individuals.

Patterns for Modern Living. Chicago: The Delphian Society, 1958.
Volume thfee of the senes contains an account of the Sinono Indians by
Allan R. Holmberg. .

Pei, M. Language for Everybody What It Is and How To Master It. New York:
Devin-Adair Co., 1956.
Introduction to all .the ,languages of the world, past and present, with

erpphasis on the world's,100 most important languages. Tells what language -

is, what p rt it plays in our everyday lives, how to improve our own written +.
and spok ff tongue, and how to save time and energy in learning the most
useful for ig,n languages.

Ruchhs, H. Clear Thinking. New York: Harper & Row Publishers, Inc., 1962.
Offers an informal introduction to sound reasoning. Discusses superstition
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versus scientific fact, deductive and inductive reasoning, e role of
language in the reasoning process.

Tappan, Eva M. When Knights Were Bold. Boston. Houghton Mifflin Co., 1939.
Illustrated stones about the days when knighthood was in flower.

A Treasury of American Folklore Stories. Ballads, and Traditions of the People
. Edited by B. Botkin. New York. Crown Publishers, Inc., 1944.

Underhill, R. First Came the Family. New York William Morrow and Co., 1958.
Emphasizes importance of the family in primitive societies and compares
pnmitive and modern customs.

Fiction

Berger: Z. Tell Me Another Morning New York Harper & Row Publishers, Inc.,
1961
About a JeWish gig, sent with he family to 4 German concentration camp
during World War II- She spends about seven years of her life in different
camps.

Bonham, F Durango Street New York ,E P:DuttohlirCo , Inc., 1965.
Convincing novel of kfe in an impoverished black ghetto. Rufus Henry, a
sixteen-yearold black \ ust out of a pnson forestry camp on parole, finds it
impossible to protect mself from a gang unless he joins an enemy gang and
thereby violates his par e.

Canaway, W. Fin4 the Boy. New York Viking Press, Inc., 1961.
Making his way alone ac ss Afnca, a young boy whose parents were killedfm
the Suez bombings en ounters many types of people and animals:, A
revelation of human natu , types of cultures, and of a boy's matunng.

Chase, M. The Lovely Ambi /on New York W. W. Norton & Company, 1960.
Fine, humorous, moving inovel with setting divided between England and
Maine Compansons of cu toms and the times are delightful

Frank, P. Alas. Babylon Nub elphia- 1. B. Lippincott Company, 1959.
Adventure tale of Amenc s starting life over from scratch after tlieir town
has narrowly escaped nucl ar bombing Unhurt but threatened from all sides,

, . they find themselves back here'their pioneer ancestors had been.
G den, R. An Episode of rrows. New York. Viking Press, Inc , 195.

. ory of how two Londo slum children make a garden from a packet of
cornflower seeds dropped n the pavement and how their actions change the
lives of several other perso s. --

fuareschi, Q. The Little Wail of Don Camillo Translated from the Itahan. New
. York Farrar, Straus & Gir ux, Inc , 1950.

.

The charming, often hu rous Itory of a parish pnest and his problems in
dealing with his wayward ople. Warm in human experiences.

Hyde, C.. Temple of the Wi . Cleveland World, Publishing Co., 1965.
Author, who did much search on the Stonehenge. phenorni,non, here -tells

-how Stonehenge was co structed by prehistoric. people. Based on all facts
presently known, the no 1 is fastpaced and suspenseful.

,Kazan, E. America. Amen New York. Stein & Day, 1962. .

A European immigrant ells, in an unusual style, of his dramatic experiences
iince coming to the U ted States at the age of twenty.

111
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Paton, A. Cry, the Beloved Country. A Story of Comfort in Desolation. New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1948.
Unusual, ;tirring narrative of -a black minister and his problems in South
Africa! Has well-sustained. story interest, clearly drawn characters, and
excellent'descnptions.

Rolvaag, O. E Giants in the Earth. A Saga of the Prairie. New York. Harper &
Row.Publishers, Inc., 1929.
Novel dealing with the hardships, both mental and physical. of a small group
of Norwegian farmers from Minnesota who set out in 1873 to settle the
unopened Dakota Temtory

Stewart, M. Airs Above the Ground. New York William Morrow and Co., 1965.
Suspenseful novel set in the remote mountain region of AUstrra Plot centers
on a small traveling circus. Book-is rich m cultural comparisons.

Stmetorf, L. White Witch Doctor. Philadelphia Westminster Press, 1950.
Interesting autobiographical novel descnbing the adventures of a medical
missionary in the Belgian Congo. Vivid local color and picturesque characters.

Twelve Angry Men, in Great Television Plays Edited by. William 1 Kaufman.
New York Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 1969

Biography

Addams, J Twenty Years at Hull House New York: Macmillan Company, 1938.
For loving, work in helping minorities from all parts of the world to help
themselves, Jane Addams became known as ope of the great humanitanans.

Braymer, M. The Walls of Windy Troy A BiogrOhy of Heinrich Sehlieinann.
New York. Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc, 1966.
Schliemann was the amateur alchaeologist who excavated down through
seven cities to provethat the bottom city was the Troy of Homer's Iliad and
Odyssey.

Chapman, W. Remember the Wind A Prairie Memoir,. Philadelphia. J. 8. Lippin-
cott Company, 1965.
An education in praine life and IndiarAways was in store for the William
Chapman family when they took charge of an Episcopal school on a
reservation in South Dakota.

Dao, Chin-yee. Eiethyoon The Story of a Young Girl's Life in Communist
China. Yorl Harper & Row Publishers, Inc., 196'.
Now living in rnenca, the author gives a refreshing, authentic description of
recent life in China based on her own expenences, Very important
autobiography. r

Fermi, L. Atoms in the Family. My Life with Enrico fermi. Chicago. University
of Chicago Press, Phoenix Books,,I954.
Wife's biography of Nobel prize.;hnning physicist husband. liasses from life in
Italy through escape from Mussolini and work 'id the development of the
atomic bomb in the United States.

N Payne, R. The Three Worlds of Albert Schweitzer Camden, N.J. Thomas\ Nelson & Sons, 1957 .
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Reference

American Heritage Book of Indians. New York: Random House, Inc., 1901.
Richly illustrated story Of the American Indian from prehistoric times to the
present! Organized mostly by regions. Two chapters on the Inca, Maya, and
Aztec and one chapter on the social and economic status of'the Indian since
1890.

Ave', C. The New. Century Classical Handbook. NeW; York: Appleton-Century=
Crofts, 1962.
Authoritative compendium in the field.

Douglas, William. Almanac of Liberty. New York: Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1954.
Illustrates problems concerning civil liberties. Uses examples from history.

Evans, B. A Dictionary of Contemporary American Usage. New Yofk: Random
House, Inc., 1957.
For current English In the United States. Also includes British usage, answers
questions of grammat, word preferences, style, punctuation, idioms, spelling,
and similar problems.

Fowler, H. A Dictionary of Modern Engirtih Usage New York. Oxford
University Press, Inc., 1937.
Manual in dictionary form for cultivated writer of speaker. Does not include
information for the uneducated.

Gateway to the Great Books. Edited by R. Hutchins. In ten volumes, Chicago'
Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc., 1963.
Contains selections of outstanding creations of the human mind. Each of the
works in this collection is a masterpiece 9f the imagination and intellect of
man.

Hamlyn, P. Larous'e Encyclopedia olkilythology. New York: G. P. Putnam's
Sons, 1959
Illustrated compendium of world mythology including prehistoric, Egyptian,
Assyr6-Babyldnian,- Roman, Celtic, Teutonic, Persian, Indian, Chinese,
Japanese, ' African,' ,and American* mythology. Comprehensive and very
readable.

The HorizosBook of Lost Worlds. New York. Harper & Row Publishers', Inc.,
1962.
Beautifully illustrated, easily read discussion of lost civilizations, including
Egyptians, Mesopotamians, Indus Valley people, Minoans, Mycenaeans,
people of Anatolia, Etruscans, Khmers, and Maya.

Masterpieces of W'Orld Philosophy in Summary Form. Edited by.F. Magill. New
York: Harper RoW Publishers, Inc 1961.
Not easy reading, but &dillenging. Its use is limited to reference-and reports.

The Doubleday Pictorial Library of World History. Editedhy A. Bullock. New
York: boublediy & Cb., Inc., 1962.
Account of universal history from the ancient river cultures' of the Middle
East 'to the present. First eight chapters discuss the growth of civilizations on
all the continents. Last eight chapters discuss the impact of Europe on'the
entire world.
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The Epic of Mari. Edited by L. Stavinanos. Englewood Cliffs, N.J. Prentice-Hall,
' Inc., 1961, It

Text and pictures about mart's beginnings on earth, the use of 'vi n up
through the Greek and Roman cultures and, in'Amenca, the Mayan, Ay ec,
andInca cultures); and pnmitive societies, today

World mark Encyclopedia of the NationsfIn 'five volumes. New York. Harper &
Row Publishers, Inc., 1963.
Deals with the United Nations, Africa, the Americas, Asia and Australia, and .
Europe. Includes maps for each country and useful bibllograpines,.

Books fosr Teachers - i
Abramowitz, Jack Study Lessons on Documenti of Freedom. Chf;ago Follett

Publishing, Co., 1964. Describes important documents related too individual
freedom. .

Aschner, M. J., arid C. E. Bish. Productive Thinking in Ediation (Rev1sed
edition). Washington, DEC.: National Education Association, 1968

Bower, E. M., and W. G. Hollister. Behavioral Science Frontiers in Education.
New York: John Wiley & Sonslitnc., 1968 ..

Bruner, J. S. On Knowing Essays for the Left Hand. New Ark: Atheneum
Publishers, 1965.

,

Cohen, William; Murray Schwartz; and De A rine Sobul. The Bill of Rights. A
Source Book. New York: Benziges Brothers, Inc.,, 194 8, Indispensable f

reference book for teachers desiring background materials for classroom
discussions of the Bill of Rights. Contains a table of cases and selected
references for teachers.

Fine, B. Stretching Their Minds. New York E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc., 1964.
Fliegler, L. At Curriculum Planning for the Gifted. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:

Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1961.
Gallagher, J. J. Teaching the Gifted Child. Boston: Allyn & Bacon, Inc., 1964
Gold, M. J. Education of the Intellectually Gifted. ColumbusOluo.ltharles E.

Merrill Books, Inc., 1966.
Gowan, J. C., and G. D. Demts. The Educatibn and GuilEince'of the Ablest.

Springfield, III.: Charles C. Thomas, Publisher, 1964. A , .

Gowan; J. C.; G. D. Demos, and E. P. Torrance. Creativity. Its Educational
Implications. New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1967. ,

Guilford, J. P. The Nature of Human Intelligence New York: McGraw-Hill tBobk
Company, 1968.

Harvey, O.. J. Experience, Stracrture,-and Adaptability. New York. Springer
Publishing Co., Inc., 1966.

Hess, R. D., and R. M. Bear. Early Education. Chicago: Aldine Publishing Co.,
1968.

Hildreth, G. H. IntrQduction to the Lifted. New York: McGraw -Hill Book
Company, 1966.

__

Koenig, S. Man and Society. blew York Aames & No , Inc., 1959
Liberty Under Law. Edited .by Charles Cutler raig Pearsont Middletown,
. Conn.: American Education Publicatio 1966- Summarizes -facts adi

8
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decisibns of eral major Supreme Court cases. Thought-pr5voking quekons
--. include
Ma B. .,G *id J. Zevin. Creative Encounters in the Classioom. New York:

Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1967. , - t-

National Citizenihip Test. Edited by A. V. Westin. New York: Bantam
Books, Inc.., lit65., Questions and answers about a citizen's rights and
obligations under the' Artencan system of government. Includes the results of

. a national test sample.
Osborn, A. Applied Imagination, ork: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1,963.

iiis. Ruch, F. Psycholoky and-Life (Seventh dition). Glenview, Ill.: Scott FOAsman
&Co .1967. , ' .. ..

y of Edueafitonal Objectives.. The Classification of Educational
ndbook I: Cognitive Domain. Edited by Benjamin S. Bloom. New
d McKay Correpany, Inc., e956..

- Torrance, . P. Rewarding Creative Talent. Eniviod Cliffs, N.J.! Prentice-Hall,
- 0419* I

.Upton, A. Creative Analysis. New Y.Ork:,E. P. Duttpn & Co Inc., 1961.
_.,--. '. .

.
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Audiovisual Aids .
Motion Pictures

,,/-

The Bill ofRights in A : The Story of a Trial, 22 min., color. Los Angeles:
, - Firm Associates, 1966. als with arrest and trial of two .youths; due process

setessed.
. , 4,

Due Process of Law Denied, 29 nun. New York: Teaching Film Custodians, Inc., .
'1950. _Scenes from' the, InovN7'he OxboyIncident depicting what happens
when "justice" is carried put tlirough mob' ction.

iThe Gideon Cafe: Justice Undely Law, 23 min., color. Chicago: Encyclopaedia
lIntannica Films. Apse study dealihg with a defendant's nghr to counsel.

The Grea4, Rights, 15 min color. New York: Brandon Fllnis,.1963. Through
animation' the film shows what could happen if there were no Bill of Rights. ' _.,

Profiles in ('oArage George Mason, two feels, 25 nun.'each. New York: I. Q.
4. Filins,.1965. Portrays the efforts of George Mason to have the Bill of Rights

added to the Constitution. ' ,

Quest: for Freedom, 16 thin., color. Los Angeles: Clfurchill FilMsf 1963.
Animated filmtracing mart's or u g gle for personal and social rreed6m from
prehistoric times to the present. - .- ..- L _

Filmstrip

uur National Government. The Growth of the Constitution. '58-harries, color.; 114,

Chicago: Society for Visual Education, Inc., 19513: Traces the development of
the Billof Rights from its conception to the present operatiqp.., , , , ..
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-9 '- .,. .Gifted Education Publications Availabikfro'm .,.

lir -.California State 'Department of Eciiicat

The following' publIcaiions in, the gifted edircatian sekesi-pre
-available tarn the Stale pepartiiient of Education, each at.a 'price Of.
65 cents pef,copy, plus sales tax: ' . .0 ,

..
t , . , 1 'Curriculum Guide for Ted'elung Gifted Cl.ydren LiieraYure in Grades One

Through Thre4 f1977)*
i'. Cumculum Guide for Teaching Gifted Cluijrin Scieti'e in Grades thfe ' .

Through Three (1977)* t '
.

. ,f

Curriculum Guide for Teachhzg Gifted Children Science in Gratin Four,
hroulth,Six ( t 977)*

Crictitum Guide for TeachingGkted Children Social.Scifinces in Grades DHe
ThroUgh -three (1977)* " .

Curriculum Guide for Teaching 'Gifted Children Social Stiences in 6radel
Four,Throligh Svc (.1977)*

Special Programs for Gifted Pupils ('1262)
11.Teaching Gifted Children Art in Grades Your Through Six (1973)

-Nk
A

Teaching ed Students Art in Grades Seven Through Nine (1973)
Teaching ifted Stuclimts Art in G)ades Ten Through Twqlve (1973)
T aching Gifted Children Music inpradef One Through Six (1977)

achi*,g,Gifted Students fibreign Language in'Graaes Ten Through T lve(Ip73), ' 4*.. ,
SeSeven Theough i me ItTeaching Gifted ,Students Social SOences in Grades

(J 977)**
404'0'

Payment should accornlYanf -order. Pu
checks are Accepted from governmental!g nc.

Departrriefit of Educatio, P0. Box 271, S
Orders should be addresgedttoPubli at}

!Revision of publication originally issued in 1970
Revision orpublicatiog originally issued in 1972

Nab

'I'
a

lime 'orders' without
s in California. .

S les, Californ14States.
ento, CA 5802.

,

75-260 03:1050.(69495)

*

300 8-77 4M.
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